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What does it mean to Launch? 
Part 2 

 

Sitting in our office in the wee hours of the morning, I think of a story 

which is very much connected to the launcher. It was the winter of 5725 

when the Rebbe asked to see Dr. David W. Weiss to discuss Russian Jew-

ery (since dr. Weiss just came back from a trip to Russia) after a lengthy 

Yechidus , right before he left he asked the Rebbe the following , “I am 

not as caring in my Torah observance as some others. I do pray three 

times a day, but not always with a Minyan. And I am not always as care-

ful about observing the commandments as the people who are your emis-

saries. But I would just like to know, “Who can call himself one of your 

chasidim?”.  

 

the Rebbe  responded, “It’s very simple … Somebody who can say at the 

end of the day that he has advanced a small step higher than he was at 

the beginning of the day, I would be happy to call that person a Chasid 

of mine.” 

 

Tayere campers listen up! Obviously we are holding on a much higher 

level from this man, we are Chasidim, Shluchim etc. but do you see the 

words the Rebbe told dr. Weiss? 

 

Not only can he be called a Chosid of mine, rather the Rebbe said “I 

would be HAPPY to call him a Chosid of mine! 

 

This is the whole Nekudah of the launcher. Everyone gets launched in 

his own way, but the main thing is to get launched, which can be done 

by each person contemplating what he is lacking in Avodah and fill in 

those missing parts. Then the Rebbe will be happy to call us his Chasi-

dim!! 

 

CHEVRE GET LAUNCHED!!!! 
 

*1965 



 

 

 

                   From: Levi Shemtov <thelevishemtov@gmail.com> To: <thelauncher@gmail.com> 

 

Thank you so much Shea and Avi for last weeks magazine I really enjoyed reading it,  

I especially like The Launcher because it has such an amazing meaning that I think all the kids 

can go home with and bring it to their everyday life. 

It reminds me of my first year as a camper in camp in 5758 (which is the year Launcher Avi 

Katz was born, see The Launch Pad issue 1) when the head counselor gave us a speech that 

everything we do can’t just be because that’s what we have to do rather it has to be not in a 

way that you do it in a way that its just another day rather you launch yourself out of bed with 

a Chayos BECAUSE ITS ANOTHER DAY IN GAN YISROEL THE REBBE’S CAMP!!! 

Thanks again and keep up the good work! 

60 Years of camp Gan Yisroel Detroit 

 

Levi Shemtov WB 

Head counselor 

Get to know the Launchers 
 

Born in 5761 shea shmotkin was born and raised in the crown heights section of brooklyn . 

Shea had always enjoyed camp, and is famous in camp for his big koch in camp songs. 

As a matter of a fact sheas alarm clock is “on a faraway mountain top” (speak to him about the vort of the 

song).  

Unlike avi katz it wasn’t hard to convince him to come to camp since shea is not affected by his surround-

ings and has a full schedule of learning besides for his busy job in camp. 

Shea may be only 5 foot 4 inches tall but bruchniyus he would better be described as a 7 foot man!  

To be continued…. 
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Kettunen Center 

History CampediA 

   Fun Facts 

 The sky zone trip was a last minute trip because the ice 

skating canceled because the lice melted because of the 

heat 

 One of the staff members lost their credit card in the 

foam  pit at sky zone and one of the workers there 

found it and bought himself a new car 

 Sky zone took all the used socks that we left there and 

saved them for next time we come 

 This year by the BBQ we went through 586 hot dogs 

28 pounds of ground beef 46 pounds of vegetables (for 

the salad) and 37 pounds of pickles 

 This was the first call the fire department had in 16 

years!! 

 The beans from the bean hunt were not colored, we 

found a special stash of beans that grew green and blue. 

 ECAD Mendel Backman arranged this trip 5 months 

ago 

 Thank you Mendel Backman!!!!!!! 

The Kettunen Center was originally founded in the early 1800’s as a coffee 

plantation where they planted roasted grinded and bagged the coffee and 

prepared them for purchase in fact some of the machinery is still here on 

storage. This coffee shop is known as Maxwell coffee originaly started right 

here in Tustin, Michigan in the Kettunen Center then called Maxwell cof-

fee.  

Later on the mid 1900’s was turned into the facility where the first plans for 

the first rocket to get launched to space was. It should be noted that the first 

rocket was actually going to launch from the Kettunen Cneter (then called 

NASA) but because of the amount of trees it would be way too dangerous  

to do so, and that’s when NASA moved to Huston Texas and launched it 

from there.  

In the spring of 2021 in an effort to expand the CGI Detroit boys and girls 

division he traveled the state of Michigan searching far and wide for a home 

for the CGI Detroit boys camp and finally a few weeks before camp the 

Kettunen Center went up for sale andwas purchased by CGI. Rumer has it 

but has not yet been confirmed that when the directors went to the previous 

owners of the Kettunen Center to discuss it’s purchase the owners were so 

impressed by the way Chassidim act that they gave the camp directors the 

camp for half price. 



Bivouac  hmmm…. No BEE•VOE•WAAK, ok how 

its spelled doesn’t quite make a difference, every 

year camp descends to Chippewa landing and goes 

on this bivouac/BEE•VOE•WAAK. Now the ques-

tion which we all share but was never really an-

swered is what does bivouac mean and when did it 

start (is it a camp made up thing? hey didn’t think of 

that) ok ok lets get back to this discussion, (by the 

way I just spoke to Mendel Backman the most 

amazing ECAD Gan Yisroel has ever seen and he 

says its spelled 

 Bii-vow-aqq so (I guess I was totally wrong). Ok so 

now we know how to spell Bii-vow-aqq, lets begin 

to delve into when this was created and why the was 

this name chosen?. 

It all started in the middle of the summer in 5723 

(1963) when the trailer bunk houses in Kalkaska 

burned down and the camp administration was de-

ciding what they should do, obviously in a dire situ-

ation like this they went to speak to Rabbi Gurary 

on what to do, Rabbi Gurary had the idea of going 

camping until they rebuild the bunk houses , the ad-

ministration decided that this can be a good tempo-

rary idea but they needed a way to get the kids to be 

happy so the head counselor Ovadia Goldman now 

of OKC decided to give out marshmallows on this 

camping “trip” . BH the campers actually had a fun 

time. Now the word bii-vow-waak comes from three 

words 1) bee, since the campers were getting lots of 

bee stings. 2) voe- which is the Yiddish translation 

of wow, since it worked out so nicely Rabbi Gurary 

kept going around saying voe. 3) wak, since the staff 

that summer were really wacked. 

Who made this word that you still may be wonder-

ing? 

The answer is Rabbi Berel Shemtov decided this can 

be a cute and funny name! 

Interestingly enough this word has actually made it 

into the dictionary in the year 5751! 

The History of Bivouac 


